
Evaluation of 2nd IDFMP Course 
 

This report is a brief evaluation of the IDFMP Programme of teaching offered to Family Medicine 

residents and graduates from 13th to 17th September 2015 in Nablus in the West Bank of Palestine. 

Details of the IDFMP collaboration and contents and delivery of the programme itself can be found 

in other documents 

 

Methods 
The post course evaluation was through 1) a questionnaire and 2) focus groups 

Questionnaire 
This was a modified version of the questionnaire used in the last IDFMP course (November 2013). 

The original version was in English, using a Likert scale for feedback on the course overall, its 

individual themes, teaching methods and activities. This was followed by shorter free text questions 

on best aspects of the course, recommendations for what could be improved or omitted, novel 

aspects of the course, and whether participants would recommend the course to colleagues. Finally 

we asked participants their initial goals (and whether achieved), and finished with an opportunity for 

3 longer free text responses (affirmation, ideas for change, ‘letter to a friend’). This original 

questionnaire is included in Appendix 1 of this document. 

There were a series of steps taken to modify this with input on i) content changes primarily from 

course coordinators and teachers and ii) method of delivery from coordinators, previous evaluators 

and (pre-evaluation) feedback from participants. 

i) Content changes 

a. Given the differing course themes and activities, changes were made to reflect this.  

b. An additional free text question, asking for (specific) teacher feedback was added 

ii) Method of delivery changes 

a. The questionnaire was initially translated into Arabic by a British doctor (SS) 

b. It was then back translated by a Palestinian doctor (ZB) 

c. Both then worked together with input from IDFMP collaborators (PW, ALK, AB, JS, 

HL and especially HT)  to create a final Arabic questionnaire, initially planned for 

delivery through optional online (Google Forms) or written mediums, but changed to 

written only given participants’ preferences (both formats are included as 

appendices) 

Participants were allocated 15 minutes at the end of the course to complete and hand in the written 

questionnaires before moving into focus groups (below). This final Arabic questionnaire is included 

in Appendix 2. 

The responses from these completed questionnaires were collated and analysed in the UK with 

support from a British Sudanese Arabic-speaking teacher (MS) in deciphering the handwritten Arabic 

responses. (Summary of responses available in Appendix 3) 

We aim to follow up with a repeat questionnaire approximately 6 months post programme (March 

2016) 



Focus Groups 
Participants were allocated 30 minutes upon completion of their questionnaires to move into two 

separate focus groups, one for residents/trainees, the other for graduates from the Family Medicine 

Programme. These are the questions, including follow-up queries (translated from Arabic – SS and 

ZB), that were ultimately asked (the initial questions being formulated with input from IDFMP 

collaborators, though given the nature of the focus group, some questions were covered to a greater 

extent than others) 

Residents 

 How do you feel that this course will change your work or your way of thinking? 

 What do you mean by leadership? How will this course benefit you in this aspect? 

 and do you think you will find enough time in your work to do such things? 

 Do you find it difficult to give or receive criticism? 

 Do you feel that this course gave you some methods to overcome those problems? 

 In your opinion, what are the challenges you face? 

 Whose responsibility is it? (in response to comment on educating and informing people 

about the Family Medicine specialty) 

 Do you have supervisors from the 1st through to the 4th year? (in response to comment about 

lack of mentoring) 

 What can help you overcome the challenges that you face? 

o Can you give examples? 

Graduates 

 Would you like to say something about the course first of all? 

 We want to find out what you felt about working with the MedicineAfrica (planned question, 

but also in response to comments re: course being too long) 

 Any other thoughts about how we can use this...you think it’s limited, how else can we use 

MedicineAfrica? 

 I was asked to ask you about the possibility of mentoring. Do you all understand 

mentoring?... how do we feel about that? Have you had any experience of it? Do you look 

forward to it? Do you think it would be helpful? Tell me what you think about it. 

 What do you think the IDFMP…what do you think we can do to help, what other things do 

you think we can do to help you with your problems? 

The focus group for residents was led by SS and JS, and that for graduates by DJ and HT. Both groups 

were asked to speak in Arabic. 

Proceedings were recorded using smartphones (DJ and SS) and later transcribed and translated (SS 

and ZB) for analysis of the data, allowing identification of particular themes from each/both groups. 

(Full transcripts are available in Appendix 4) 

 

Results 

Questionnaire 
 All participants present at the end of the course (14/14) completed the questionnaire 

 There was generally positive feedback (4 or 5 out of 5) on all overall aspects of the course 

(relevance, teaching methods, materials, etc.) except for structure and organisation of the 

course, where there were 3 of 14 participants who rated this 2/5 

 Of the course themes, all were positively received 3-5/5, but audit perhaps mostly so (with 9 

of 14 participants rating it 5/5 and the remainder 4/5) 



 Of teaching methods and course activities, though all were generally positively received, 

discussions in small groups and the audit exercise had the most positive feedback (each with 

10 of 14 participants rating it 5/5, and the remainder 4/5). Though overall positive, feedback 

on MedicineAfrica had 8 participants rating it 5/5, and 3 participants 4/5 and 3 participants 

3/5 

 Virtually all participants (92%) would recommend this course to their colleagues and other 

family practitioners 

 Most felt that they achieved some of the goals they had initially set themselves. Examples of 

these goals include: 

o Getting to know the group and participants 

o Discovering new things 

o How to learn 

o Improving my English language 

o Feeling responsible 

o Creating solutions for problems 

o Audit 

o EBM 

o Group work methodology 

o Changing my way of thinking 

o How to present 

 Examples of responses to best aspects of the course included: 

o MedicineAfrica 

o Audit…The concept of the audit, as it was a new concept 

o how to develop one's thinking, and one's way of teaching, and finding solutions and 

plans 

o New targets for research and ways of reasoning, and group work 

o I liked the call towards (recognising) the importance of family medicine 

o the spirit of the course and its goals meeting people we know and getting to know 

new people 

o the organisation and delivery of the courses and the way of conveying a concept 

o the topics that were chosen during the week 

o the simplicity in conveying information, and the high (level) of professionalism of the 

trainers 

o the number of topics around leadership and working through problems 

 Conversely things that it was felt could be improved: 

o the private accommodation for the trainees 

o focusing more on new concepts 

o a more condensed course duration and coordination of the programme  

o having a fun shared evening atmosphere 

o reducing the number of days of the course 

o making the application of topics more suited to a real-life setting and for 

clinics…some practical application in primary care centres 

o for some members not speaking English so fast 

o translation when necessary only 

 And things that could/should be removed, avoided or omitted altogether: 

o Nothing…for me it was all important and we needed it all…It's not necessary to omit 

anything. The course is perfect 



o avoiding digressions in lectures 

o Omitting duplicate/repeat lectures, and shortening the lectures 

o University lunch  

o Time pressure and the amount of information being sought needs 

coordinating/organising 

 Unexpected or novel parts of the course: 

o Most responded in the negative 

o There hasn't been, or there wasn't anyone who taught us these topics before this 

o Yes, the way the topic(s) was presented 

o Platform (i.e. MedicineAfrica) 

The final three questions in the questionnaire allowed for longer free text responses: 

Regarding positive things participants felt they had learnt about themselves: 

 we have the ability to do group work and think constructively 

 1) audit 2) how to do CPD 

 dealing with any occurrence positively 

 connecting with others  

 how to formulate plans and working together on them 

 self-confidence and positivity in working together 

 being active and effective 

 that it is possible for me to realise my dreams at work in a clear manner and way 

 the ability to offer a view, and giving our thoughts and sharing them with our colleagues 

 thinking in a sound way through problems, and creating ways of bearing (with) them  

 completing the educational programme and its development and spread amongst my 

colleagues 

 the ability to network and I improved my language 

And what they would change in themselves or their clinical practice as a result of the course: 

 patience and perseverance in realising goals 

 start to apply the course as much as is possible during work 

 patience, willpower, not despairing, a positive outlook to improve the medical situation in 

Palestine 

 working together with the team and patients and that is through implementing new plans 

for the (medical) team and there are things which I shall do for patients 

 doing an audit for one day of the week, so that I change from old methods, and establish 

new methods 

 improving my english  

 daily study of at least 5 pages from any medical text  

 my way of thinking which has changed, or rather began to change from the first day  

 working with a team spirit sharing with my colleagues and patients my thoughts and 

impressions 

 improvement of organisational skills at work 

 Try and improve the quality of healthcare 

 that I listen well, that I be positive in (my) life, that I grow in self confidence 

Specific feedback and suggestions for teachers: 



 For Dr Ann Louis: Do not forget us, and come again (more than once a year) to teach us, and 

for the rest of the group, you are wonderful  

 For Dr Paul: I hope that you will remain responsible for this family medicine programme, and 

for all the group, I thank you from the depths of my heart 

 organising objectives (prioritising) 

 Anita, speak more slowly 

 Anita's lectures were wonderful and expressive 

 To all: if you could distribute your (printed) lectures for review and revision 

 that we be asked initially what needs changing in our work 

 the topics which were presented in the lectures were somewhat too many, and need be more 

specific/focused in some areas and clearer 

 well done 

 Harris would digress at length in lecture(s)… Harris' lectures were occasionally too long 

 you (all) did well, may God bless you al 

 the number of the lectures be more 

The ‘letter to a friend’ feedback on participants’ thoughts and reflections on the course generally 

included longer answers, samples of which are included below (the entirety of the responses are 

available as a Google Forms generated spreadsheet and more user friendly summary document): 

 the course made me change my thinking in a new way about the primary health clinic, and 

improving practice therein. I shall spread these thoughts amongst my colleagues, so that we 

can improve services for patients 

 the course was relatively long for us, due to its duration and the many duties we have at 

work and home. If it were shorter it would be better, as would sending the lecture and course 

material beforehand, as this would be better for preparation so as to facilitate greater 

involvement 

 The start of the course was 13/9/15 and the end 17/9/15 acquisition of new skills gaining 

knowledge and revision of information planning for the future and work anew gaining 

confidence hopeful of repeating the experience and gaining more skills 

 a lovely and wonderful course, and we are in need of such courses in an ongoing way, to act 

as a form of evaluation/correction for ourselves 

 I have not had (the good fortune of) such an experience all my life. It was really wonderful 

and beneficial, and was an educational week full of knowledge, companionship, experience 

and transfer of expertise. In that way, we have spent an enjoyable week in the company of 

this great group...Thank you 

 I attended this course, and I had not realised that I was managing the clinic well, and at the 

same time my eyes were opened to matters that had been before me, but I had not seen 

them. And the course had certainly given me things to think about and 'tools of change' 

 I attended the previous course, and each time I have liked the educational terms/expressions 

used, and I hope I can be one of in the volunteers in the partnership because of this course  

 NB (additional feedback from participant):  

o 1) Please in future have the (Palestinian) doctors and students with our British (and 

other) friends so that there be an opportunity for connecting with one another 

(/networking) as regards language and on a personal level, and a continuation of 

work at night (meaning in the accommodation) through a single place of 

accommodation  



o 2) distributing a CD of the course so as to allow continuity (of learning) of the 

lectures and their later revision to aid remembrance 

o 3) I repeat and must say that language was a stumbling block in participating and 

offering constructive thoughts for the Arabic speaking attendees 

 

Focus groups 

Themes from Residents’ Focus Group 

 Increased confidence 

 Learning new concepts 

o Audit 

o ‘how to establish a good relationship with our patients and colleagues’ 

 Challenges 

o Lack of continuity with patients – ‘because I work this month in this clinic then the 

next month I change my place to other clinic’….’they can move us at any time’ 

o Uncertainty upon completion of training – ‘after finishing my residency I might have 

done many things and worked very hard…maybe changed and improved many things 

...then I might be unable to find a relevant job!’ 

o Implementing and training in Family Medicine in Palestine – ‘how can we continue 

this program in the presence of the difficult political situation in our country....you 

know that there are restrictions in movement between the cities’ 

o Lack of understanding from colleagues (and the wider population) regarding Family 

Medicine – ‘how can we spread the knowledge between people to know about it....to 

inform them that if we succeed in this program, we will bring benefit to the whole 

community and the government as well’ 

o Responsibility of MoH…’to design advertisements, educational lectures, to bring 

experienced doctors to teach us,  in order to be able to explain to the community 

about Family medicine’ 

o Lack of specialist family medicine clinics – ‘it affects the training program, also it 

affects the numbers (lack) of family medicine trainees’ 

o Distinction between family practitioner (‘Tabeeb 3aamm’) and family medicine 

specialists, ‘if they work as family medicine practitioners, this might weaken the 

program, because the GP doesn’t  have good experience in this field…people might 

get the wrong idea about it [Family Medicine]!’ 

o Lack of supervisors – ‘as residents, the MoH should provide supervisors to help us, for 

example, all other specialties have supervisors ...whereas we just depend on self-

learning’ 

 Overcoming challenges  

o ‘keep the doctor working in the same clinic without moving him frequently’ 

o MedicineAfrica – ‘useful for the development of family medicine program’ 

o A lack of such courses (as the IDFMP week) in Palestine, and a request to ‘improve 

and increase the number of such courses’ 

o The possibility of newly graduated FM specialists taking on supervisory roles? 

‘maybe you can talk with the primary health representative or Asad Ramlawi, to 

authorize those doctors to be our supervisors’ 

o Delivering established family practitioners training in family medicine and also 

learning from their experience - ‘we shouldn't underestimate their role, we should 

take the advantage of their skills ...as every doctor has good experience of primary 



health care, but they shouldn't supervise us, since they have not trained as family 

medicine practitioners’ 

o Coordination between MoH (clinical training) and University (academic training) 

 

Themes from Graduates’ Focus Group 

 Benefited from course 

o ‘some new ways of management of my clinic and gives me some tools to improve 

our practice’ 

o ‘the audit was a new idea for us, and it will help us to improve our work’ 

o ‘the workshop was excellent from very different aspects, not only in medicine but 

also in everything in my life...how to solve problems...how to deal in the difficult 

situations ...the systematic way of thinking ...to broadens our minds’ 

 Course too long (for those with families, or for some who are full-time employees) with 

repetition of themes and lectures 

 Lack of information in advance about themes/subjects to be included in IDFMP programme 

 Not all family medicine practitioners were able to attend – ‘a problem in the coordination’ 

 Agreement that there should be greater interaction between course organisers and 

attendees in the evenings 

 Possibility of residents/graduates experience General Practice in the UK? 

 MedicineAfrica 

o ‘I don’t think MedicineAfrica can be as effective as this workshop… because now we 

sit together, we talk together about ideas, we brainstorm together, but online, how 

could we do all of that? 

o ‘I think we can use MedicineAfrica for cases, yes’ or to use as a repository for 

materials for review before meetings 

o ‘easy to use’ 

 Mentors – a good idea, but will they have the time and be able to appreciate the context 

within which the mentee works? 

o ‘we did the Board alone without any supervisor ..we have learnt and worked without 

mentors ...so I think it would be very helpful’ 

o ‘but the mentor surely should know where I work, what my environment is so that he 

can completely understand, otherwise there’s no point, how is he going to 

understand or relate to me?’ 

  



Appendix 1: Course Evaluation questionnaire 

 

Course Title / Date : Residents Course -International Development Programme for Family Medicine in Palestine 

Course Organiser : IDFMP 

Course Evaluator:  

 

Dear participant 

 

This course is part of a wider programme aimed at supporting Family Medicine in Palestine. To help us plan and improve 

future courses and the programme in general. We will evaluate the course in 3 ways: 

  

1. Questionnaire : we would be grateful if would complete this questionnaire.  It should take no more than 10 minutes 

. We will provide time at the end of the course. We do not ask for your name to give you anonymity. We will aggregate 

and summarise the responses for a report. 

 

2. Focus group : We have also included 1 hour on the last day to gather some additional information about how you 

might apply your newly learned knowledge and skills in your day-to-day work practice. 

 

3. Follow-up : We will contact you in 3-6 months and a again in a year to ask about the impact of the programme on 

you and your work. 

 

Evaluation of the Course 

 

For each of the questions listed below, please check ONE box which best represents your opinion. 

 

 

1. PLEASE rate the following:  

a. overall impression of the course 

b. The RELEVANCE  of the course to my work in 

Palestinian family medicine  

c. structure of the course 

d. atmosphere of the course 

e.    teaching methods and style 

f. course documentation  

g.  the overall organisation of the course  

Excellent (1)















 

Good (2) 

 













 

Average(3) 

 













 

Low(4) 

 













 

Unsatisfactory(5) 

 













 



 

2. COURSE THEMES: Please rate the benefits with regard 

to the  main course themes 

a. Understanding of the role of the generalist practitioner 

and primary care 

b. The consultation and doctor patient relationship 

c. Screening, health promotion and disease prevention 

d. Inter-sectoral work (example domestic violence) 

e.  My professional development and the assessment of 

family practitioner capabilities  

Very high(1) 









 

High(2) 











Average(3) 











Low(4) 











Unsatisfactory 

(4) 

 

























N/A (5) 









 





3. Please rare the teaching methods and course activities 

a. Preparatory reading materials 

b. Discussion in small groups 

c. Role play – consultations skills 

d. Preparing the Manifesto 

e. Presenting the manifesto 

f. Designing an OSCE station 







 







 







 







 







 

4.  What was the BEST aspect of the course for you? 

 

 

5. What should the course be improved?  

 

 

6.  What should be removed / omitted?  

 

 

 7. What was the most unexpected or novel part of the course?  

8.  Would you recommend this course to your work 

colleagues and other  family practitioners? 

Yes, absolutely (1) 



Yes 

 

 

Maybe 





Probably 

not 

 

 

not at all  

(4) 



 



9. Your own goals : please list the goals you set on the first day 

and indicate whether you have achieved these  

(Fully = 5 , not at all = 1 ) 

     

Goal A._______________________________ 5 4 3 2 1 

Goal B.______________________________ 5 4 3 2 1 

Goal C._______________________________ 5 4 3 2 1 

 

Affirmation: What positive things did you learn about yourself during this course: 

 

 

 

 

 

Ideas for change: What ONE thing will you change in your practice or yourself as a result of this course: 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMENTS : Please write a brief note about your thoughts and reflections about this course ......imagine you are writing a 

postcard to a good friend: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

Thank you 



Appendix 2: Focus group for FM residents 

Transcription for this :  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2585Oa_mVjLbUt5eWtlNEpRUmc/view?usp=sharing 

 

(SS : Shameq , X :any Participant –as they don’t mention their names. ) 

 

 

SS: How do you feel that this course will change your work or your way of thinking ? 

 

X: It might make us feel more confident and think positively either from personal point of view or in 

our work life...it might help us to improve our leadership skills...we will take the responsibility to 

teach family medicine. 

 

SS: what do you mean by leadership? How will this course benefit you in this aspect? 

X: by teaching others and imparting knowledge to them 

 

X: I have learnt many excellent things from this course, especially the evidence based medicine and 

Audit ...and that we should listen to every patient, to listen to every word he mentions, because may 

be every word he says is important, so we should understand him very well,…. and I am happy to 

hear about the Audit! 

 

SS: and do you think you will find enough time in your work to do such things? 

X: I think we should manage our time, we should listen to every patient, because may be as a result 

of our very busy work, we might miss an important case....as we said about the depression, for 

example, if we don't listen well to him, he might suicide ... so we should give every patient the 

sufficient time, irrespective of number of patients we have. 

   

X: the benefit we have gained from this course was very valuable for our work and intellectual life 

..actually we lack this kind of courses in our country… we should improve and increase the number 

of such courses...not only once a year or every two years ...because it really benefits us in the 

different aspect of life, we had not heard before this course how to establish continuity with our 

patients ..but after this course we started to think how to put plan, starting from A to Z ...and how to 

be in teamwork ...this word I haven't known before ...this course has opened my mind to new things 

...very important things...to spread the knowledge and on the other hand to benefit the 

patients.....also a very important and simple thing we had learnt is how to establish good 

relationship with our patients and our colleagues ...  



 

X: the benefit I got from this course is that I had learnt how to find out the difficulties and problems 

in my work, then how to overcome them with the lowest possible costs and highest possible benefit 

....with collaboration with other colleagues...in teamwork ... 

Everywhere and every time there are problems ...and it is impossible to solve them in one day ..so 

we should do our most effort to find out the proper solutions, using the easiest  methods...and with 

continuous work.. 

 

X: to achieve a standard in the presentation of diabetes ....here it is very difficult...may be the 

standard was an example...we haven't ever done "standard" ...we haven't done Audit ..so surely, we 

will find many difficulties... Because people depend on the governmental financial support ...and 

there are many factors affecting people opinions ...they listen to each other, for example...some one 

till them "why should you take this medication ...it is not available...".we can improve this situation, 

but this will certainly take long time.. 

 

Explanation from me ...((he means by available : available as free, by the insurance that covered by 

the government, I don't if you know this,  the government cover certain but not all kinds of 

medication ) though I didn’t understand the relation between this and the previous example he had 

mentioned !! 

 

SS: I remember that in the first day, I talked with some of you about the audit and most of you had 

no idea about it, so this is a new term for you now.. 

 

X: I will not add more than what my friends have said, there is a well known sentence said " ذي كل أَْعط 

 I don't know to translate this....so you should give the right for your patients and - "حقه حق

colleagues...everyone should take his own right...the second thing is criticism ...doctors sometimes 

make mistakes...so we should receive and accept criticism, this can be a way to improve our work in 

the future. 

 

SS: so do you find it difficult to criticize your colleagues or to receive it ? 

X: It can be acceptable for them ...it can be positive.. 

SS: and for you ? 

X: yes, sure 

 

X: what I have learnt from this course is the way of thinking ..that I shouldn't think in one way, I 

should broaden my horizons instead...and that I shouldn't give up overcoming the arising challenges 

..it is not necessary to do so alone, I might seek colleagues' help and work together to improve the 

outcomes ... 



 

SS: do you feel that this course gave you some methods to overcome those problems? 

X: this course helped me to open my eyes to see my weaknesses, so I can now improve  it to benefit 

not only myself but also my patients  

SS: can you give an example? 

X: for example, how to communicate with patients...I was treating him without sharing him or asking 

for his opinion...so may be if the patient express more about his feeling or ideas concerning his 

problems, may be this will make it more easy to solve them. 

 

SS: Is this because of what you have learnt from this course? 

X: yes it is. 

 

X: I have learnt from this course to have patience and even be persistent to have patience, I have 

learnt how to think creatively...how to formulate new ideas...how to be positive to overcome 

challenges...that we shouldn't give up. 

 SS: what is the difference between patience and "musabarah" ? 

X: patience : is to have patience , whereas "musabarah" is patience with a very effort to do thing.. 

SS: isn't it to do so with others ? isn't it also have this meaning ..to involve with others in being 

patient? 

X: yes that is right ..with others... 

SS: to be persistent to have it.. 

 

SS: that was the first question...the second is : in your opinion, what are the challenges...now all of 

you are residents but in different years ..so what are the challenges you face? 

X: firstly most of us don't continue working in the same clinic ..so we can't do continuity to our 

patients, because I work this month in this clinic then the next month I change my place to other 

clinic ...this is the first challenge . 

SS: is this in your fourth year ? 

X: no, this is mostly during the third year, while we working in the primary health care ...where we 

work in a certain clinic then they can move us at any time ... 

The second thing is that our future career, actually is not clear, for example after finishing  my 

residency I might have done many things (during the residency) and worked very hard … may be 

changed and improved many things ...then I might be unable to find a relevant job ! 

SS: in which year are you now? 

X: the third ...the second semester.. 



SS : so mostly you graduated ... 

X: Yes, IA 

 

X: about the challenges, I don't think it just that what have been said ...for example, regarding 

implementing Family Medicine in Palestine, we have many challenges...firstly, how can we continue 

this program in the presence of the difficult political situation in our country....you know that there 

are restrictions in movement between the cities... 

Secondly, there is a problem among our colleagues and doctors ...concerning the understanding of 

this new specialty, the family medicine, they don't know what is it...this is a big problem, how can we 

spread the knowledge between people to know about it....to inform them that if we succeed in this 

program, we will bring benefit to the whole community and the government as well...and that we 

will improve the provided services for them...for each category in the community  

For example...some specialties deal only with a certain group of people ...like the cardiology where 

cardiologists deal only with the relevant cases ...so how can we broaden people's minds about the 

role of Family medicine... 

 

SS: and for whom is this responsibility? 

X: in my opinion it is the responsibility of the MoH and the government, firstly the MoH SS: and is it 

ours, as doctors ?  

x: yes I agree, but mainly it is on the MoH, how to design advertisements, educational lectures, to 

bring experienced doctors to teach us,  in order to be able to explain to the community about Family 

medicine.... the developed countries spend about 120 billion on the health sector...in comparison, 

we spend very little amount ....so we should learn from their experiences...we don't have enough 

money to develop this field ...so we should get the benefit from their work and experiences ... 

X: one of the challenges we face is that we don't have special clinics particularly for Family medicine, 

so may be because it is the beginning of this specialty ...there are no especial clinics for Family 

medicine trainees ... 

 

SS: and do you think this is an important thing? 

X: sure, it affects the training program, also it affects the numbers of family medicine trainees ... 

SS: and what do you think about those who work in this field without being specialists ...do you 

understand my point, I mean they work as a GP? 

X: as family medicine …GP! 

SS: as family practitioners, in your opinion? 

X: sure, if they accept those who were working in the primary health care as a GP, if they work as 

family medicine practitioners, this might weaken the program, because the GP doesn’t  have good 

experience in this field …then the people might not evaluate the Family medicine..they will get a 

wrong idea about it!  



SS: how do we impart this knowledge to the GP? 

X: by delivering intensive courses in family medicine, and to work with the family medicine 

practitioners to benefit from their experience. 

 

X: one of the challenges is that we don't have supervisors, as a residents, the MoH should provide 

supervisors to help us, for example, all other specialties have supervisors ...whereas we just depend 

on self learning  

SS: do you have supervisors from the first to the forth year? 

X: we have doctors who have the Board "licensing exam"….the speaker mentioned  just this word ( 

Board) …I don’t know if I should add " licensing exam " to explain what he meant , or may be it is 

clear ..i am not sure , but they are working In private or separate clinics in the MoH , so we don't 

benefit from their experience, as the MoH doesn't take the advantage of their experience… if they 

work as supervisors .. 

For example doctor Monjed and Dr Ahmad Heeh , they are working in the primary health care as a 

family medicine doctors, but they don't train residents in their clinics.. 

So we would like to do our training in their clinics ...and  to open the three centers of Hebron, 

Anabta, and Ramallah,  that you are planning  to do so as soon as possible, to make them our main 

training places, and to take the advantage of those family doctors experiences  

 

SS: and what about your practical learning ..don't you have supervisor ? 

X: No..no..we don't have supervisor, we depend on self learning, for example, this doctor works in 

her primary health care clinic, she manage and treat patients without any supervisor...actually she 

need a supervisor.... 

Recently there are about 12 to 15 family doctor practitioners who can be our  supervisors, so may be 

you as a delegation of British doctors,  may be you can talk with the primary health representative or 

Asad Ramlawi, to authorize those 12 Palestinian doctors to be our supervisors..as they can't develop 

this program alone, so we will help them to improve it. 

X: also those 12 doctors that you mentioned is not enough to cover all cities in the West Bank, so we 

need a medical staff ...we need to encourage doctors to specialize in family medicine, 

X: we also call for collaboration with the British council to complete working in this program, 

because if you back to your country without maintaining collaboration with us, the program will 

suffer ....for example, this is first time where we spend a whole week learning in the university 

during the residency ....normally we just do here exams then back to work... 

A second thing,  Medicine Africa website is every useful for the development of family medicine 

program ...so we call for pursuing in this activity ....also regarding the GP doctors we shouldn't 

underestimate their role, we should take the advantage of their skills ...as every doctor has good 

experience of primary health care, but they shouldn't supervise us, since they have not trained as 

family medicine practitioners.... 



SS: regarding the development or improvement and to achieve your goals, you gave Medicine Africa 

as an example, can you give another one? 

X: this is never enough... 

SS: I agree..it is just one part of the solution  

X: it just contributes to it .. 

SS: yes this is what I meant  

SS: so can you give another example like that, so things that can help you overcoming the arising 

challenges ?.. 

X: courses in the university  

SS: so this is the role of the university, how can the MoH help?  

X: This is what I want to say, I to create coordination between the two sides, to have the academic 

part in the university and the practical in the primary or public Heath care centers...and to have a 

compatible program, also we should have supervisors... 

As I told you, in the MoH there are about 12 to 15 doctors who can supervise us ...to participate in 

this program in the future, to build with them the city of family medicine and to improve this 

program also to overcome the challenges .. 

 

SS: how can the compatibility be better in the future, what do you suggest ? 

Compatibility is to stay in touch with them to exchange our ideas...there are no communication with 

the primi public health care ...there is no direct contact between us, so they know that there is a 

group of family medicine doctors but they don't know about us.. 

SS: so inshallah the society will get benefit from this...anything else?  

So regarding this question ...about ways to overcome the challenges and difficulties..have you got 

more ideas ? 

X: there is an important point, as we have said...for example ..doctor Omar, as a family medicine 

practitioner, he created files for his patients then he moved to another clinic, so when other doctor 

come to cover his past clinic, the patient's plan will be changed ...so our suggestion is to keep the 

doctor working in the same clinic without moving him frequently ...actually you can play an 

important role in this action, because doctors can't say to the director I will not change my clinic ..as 

the orders coming from high authorities to move to another clinic.. 

SS: but as you know there will be three educational centers for family medicine, in Beir Nabala, Al-

Zaheriya, and Dair Al-Gsoon...may be this will be helpful ... 

SS: anything else 

X: thank you 

X: THANK YOU 

  



Appendix 3: Focus group with FM graduates 

David: Now this is really important, it’s a focus group. The most important thing, what we want to do 

is gain your views about things...and we don’t want you all to agree, we want to get the breadth of 

what you all feel. That’s the problem with focus groups. Somebody..I’m going to make some notes, 

hala’s going to talk and translate and things, I want the talking to be done by you. So we’re going to 

record it, and Shameq is then going to type it up afterwards, do you understand. 

 

For this reason, but not only for this reason, it’s really important that you do two things, one is that 

you only speak one at a time. I know that’s difficult, we all find that difficult. You have to 

concentrate, talk, listen to each other and then talk. 

 

And what would make it really easy because it is always a problem with focus groups is if you see 

your name each time you speak, every time, this is who you are… 

 

(translation from hala of the above re: saying who are each time) 

 

OK, now I have some questions here, but I’m happy to hear...sorry, this is David speaking...I’ve got 

some questions and I’m happy for you to take the discussion where you want to go. We want to 

know about how you feel about this course, and then we want to know something about what you 

want in the future. Hala’s going to translate now.. 

 

aish ra’yukum bid-dawrah wa aysh mumkin yuhassan fil mustaqbal? 

 

So first of all would you like to say something about the course...David speaking...would you like to 

say something about the course first of all 

 

aysh buthibbu an tahkuu anid dawrah 

 

...this last week… 

 

aakhir usbuu3 ya’nee 

 

OK..this is Naasir speaking...This course is useful, it gives me some new ways of management of my 

clinic and gives me some tools to improve our practice. Another one...finally maybe I find the way 

how to..to speak to our minister or his (indecipherable). Thank you. 



 

This is David. You don’t have to speak in english, the whole point about the recording is you can do it 

in arabic, doesn’t matter whether I understand it or not, you’ll understand it better amongst 

yourselves. 

 

Israa speaking..I think it was a nice workshop, a positive things about it..we..learned new things such 

like the audit was a new idea for us, and it will help us to improve our work. A negative point about 

the workshop..it was too long for us...in the next workshop I hope that it will be shorter than that 

and..focusing on the new project...the new idea that you will give us 

 

I am Nawal, I want to tell you about this course, it is very useful for us and add many new things to 

our skills and I encourage the family doctors to...enjoy this course and time...but the negative things 

as Israa said, it is too long...it’s maybe..ya3nee..this course i think need 2-3 days just...lectures 

prolonged kaanat...wa… 

 

4:50 hala - kaanat feehaa lectures bi 3balek ma elha luzuum ? men 8er ma toole meen ?  ( do you 

think that some of the given lectures are not important for you ? without mentioning them ? ) 

  

Isrsaa :  kan fe mohadarat ...ah kan fe mohadarat ma kan elha da3e aw mesh eno ma kan elha da3e, 

bs hassethum atrado feha zyada 3n eluzuum   

( yes there were some, yes there are ...or not to say not important ...but have been so 

prolonged.and repeated ) 

 

Hala : aywa ma hassete dafat kteer ?  

( so you did not feel it add so much to you ? ) 

 

Israa : bezabet hasseto motakarer elkalam ...tkarrar mn elmohadarat elmadye  

 ….mathalan 3nna haan main idea kaanat. law kaan...it’s better if the focus on this idea from the 

beginning  

( exactly, I felt it had some repetition, repitition from the previous lectures, for example, regarding 

the main idea, Its better if the focus on this idea from the beginning )   

 

   Hala - aiwa...bas hoo ehnaha a3adnaha 3 ayam …ehna shway shway a3teynakum      eyaha 3shan 

khufna enno elfekra tkun kteer betkhawef mn awalha 

( Hala:  yes... actually, we gave it 3 days, we introduced it slowly as we afraid of giving this new idea 

to you directly from the beginning )  



 

5:35 

 

David - can I...sorry, yes? 

 

Munjid talking. I think it is… 

 

David - No, do it in arabic, just do it in arabic 

 

Munjid: No, this is normal for me 

 

Hala: he’s got good english 

 

Munjid: I think it is a good workshop and all the contents of the workshop I think was directed to our 

needs. That’s what I want to say. Exactly to our needs. 

 

Ahmed bahkee: ..warshat el3amal kaanat mumtaazah...waqt tab3an kamaa hakat zumalaa’ee kaanat 

feehaa mushkilah...al-fatrah taweelah...bu3dnaa katheer 3n 3amalna...khamasta ayyaam bin-nisbah 

ilaynaa..ya3nee ka-muwazzafeen wa ka-ahl...sa3ba shwayy..khassah lilbanaat ma3anaa al-

mawjuudeen, fe nafs al waqt kunna habeen elkul yohdor …tb3an wo hatha amr be3eeq fe el3amal 

la2anno ehna bn3taber halna juzu beshta8el w juzu mabe3rafesh 3n eshu8ul  

 

( Ahmad speaking : this workshop was excellent, about the time, I agree with my friends, the 

problem was that it took too long, as a full time employees, spending 5 days was too much for us, in 

the same time we wish if all of our colleagues in family medicine were able to come, because those 

who did not attend didn’t know about  what we had learned ) 

 

6:35 hala: laish ma hadaro  al-kul?  ( why didn’t they attend ? )  

 

Ahmed: haadhihi mushkilah tanseeqiyyah…5alenna nqool lazem kanat ejbaree warshet 3amal bt5us 

el family medicine kulhum …fa mohem jedan kan lazem wezarat esehha b3that laljamee3 …lamma 

tkun warshet 3amal zay hay lazem elkul yohdor, l2enno beseeresh 3la sabeel elmethal, fe manteqa 

yeshte8lo 3la hatha el 3mal elle qumna 3layh  bewarshet el3amal, o fe mantqa thanya ma b3rafo 

3no eshe , fa lama bukra nsawee twasul m3 b3ad eshe b3ref o eshe ma b3ref ..hade nqta mohemma 

jedan, ya3ne lazem net7adath 3nha , bel edafe  la mawdoo3 elmawad elmatroha fe da5el 

elmohadarat ..tb3an zy ma hakat zumala2e enno belfe3el fe sh8lat mohemmah 



lazem nrakez 3laha akthar w akthar, ehna mo3thamna 5alas t5rrajna o be3ref sh8lat ktheera mn 

elmawjud.. fabehemna net7adath 3n eshe jadeed ele ento bt7dorona eyah w tshofo tb3an tafa3olna 

m3 el eshe eljdeed za2ed kaman nqta mohemmah jedan.. 

 

(Ahmad : it was a problem in the coordination ...I think it should be an obligation for all of the family 

medicine practitioners to attend, this is the role of the MoH, they should invite all of us….all of the 

family medicine practitioners have to attend, because now those who have not attended, they know 

nothing about what we have done ...so there will be a defect when we contact each others, this is an 

important point ...we should mention it, in addition to the subjects of the lectures, as most of us are 

about to graduate so there are certain points where we should emphasize on...to concentrate on the 

new things that you see it is important for us )  

 

HALA: yane fe eshe mesh jdeede enta kunt same3 3nha mn qbel? ( so you mean that there are 

things that are not new, or you are very familiar with ? ) 

 

Ahmad : ah akeed….fe kaman eno lama tkuno bedkum ta3tuna warshet 3amal zay hade ..t5abrona 

3n eleshe elle ento bdko tehkolna 3nna  3shan nkun mjahzeen anfosna  

( yes, sure..also another important point, we would like to be informed in advance  about the 

included subjects that you will present to us )  

 

Hala: kalamak 100% sah.  ( certainly this is 100 % true! ) 

 

 

7:57 

 

hala: So first... 

 

David: Later...Nasir was going to say something, he was going to interrupt you 

 

8:00 Nasir bahkee: al-arabiyyah almarrah. ana wa ahmad fee nafs ad-daa’irah al-sihhah 

ya3nee….(talking about how he had to take leave to attend) 

me and Ahmad are working in same department in the MoH , where they allow just one of us to 

attend, but I took leave in order to come )  

 

8:40 ana daktuur Muhammad. tab3an ...talking about how he’s benefited from the course generally 

more broadly than in medicine alone, and potentially staying together even  



... 

( I am Dr Mohammad, tb3an elwarshe momtaze benesbe ele mn 3det maqayees, ana estafadet 

mesh estefade 3lmeya bs, amma heya estefade fe kul nahj fe hayato elwahad..aleyat hal al mashakel 

w toroq elta3amol feha..be8d ennathar tebeyah o 8er tebeyah ..el 3amal elmobarmaj we al 

momanhaj w tarteeb elmashakel o trteeb halha..hada eshe bwase3 el ofoq 3nd elensan o be5alee 

yet3amal m3 ay moshkelah ...ana kunt atmana eno fe zay hek warshat ykon fe eshe maktoob nqdar 

b3ed ma nraweh n3awed nraj3o ) 

( I am Dr Mohammad, for me, the workshop was excellent from very different aspects, not only in 

medicine but also in everything in my life...how to solve problems...how to deal in the difficult 

situations ...the systematic way of thinking ...to broadens our minds ….but I wish if you can provide 

us with a written summary of what we learned ) 

 

Hala: enta bte3raf eno kul elmohadarat rah tkun mawjodeh 3la medicine africa  

( do you know that all the lectures will be available online on  Medicine Africa ?)  

 

Ahmad: belzabt..hay el material enta b3dha law jeet raj3t nfsak ,momken tlake ashya documented … 

( fantastic...so we can revise what we have learnt )  

 

Hala: akeed sah  ( sure ..right..) 

 

Ahmad : haje kaman btlubha enno ykun makan elwarshe qareeb mn mkan dyofna ..3shan netwasal  

hata kman fe ellayl ..badal ma net2a5r sa3at zaman ma ehna benkun m3 b3dna ..ya3ne sakan...bdal 

ma tkuno ento lahal o ehna lahal lesh ma nkun fe sakan wahad ...hada el eshe besa3edna 3ala 

etwasul 

( another thing, I would like if the workshop held in a place near to your accommodation, so we can 

stay together in the evening so we can talk together and practice our English ...spend more time 

with you ..)   

 

10:43 David speaking. he said something, everyone seems to agree, is that correct? 

 

Numerous: Yes, yes. 

 

David: What was it that he said very briefly? 

 

10:53 Hala: 

 



That we should be together in the evenings as well so that we can speak in english together and they 

can practice their english. they would like to spend more time with us rather than intense course 

and then 

 

David: Please tell Muhammad..this is not on record...this is not for the record, this is David speaking, 

please tell Muhammad it’s a long time since anyone said they wanted to spend an evening with me 

 

David: Now, so David speaking again. you said, 2 of you said, it was very, it was too long. You all 

agree. 

 

Munjid: Agree, agree 

 

David: And do I..I’m...I’m imagining it’s more difficult for you with your families and that’s part of 

why you said it? 

 

numerous: Yes, yes 

 

David: OK, but it introduces the idea that we can do some more stuff online, yes? 

 

Nasir speaking, can I add something? 

 

David: Yes 

 

Nasir: About your question first, what’s your first question? About the course, OK? 

 

David: Yes 

 

Nasir: OK, I will continue, Nasir. We think until now that if we visit you it will be better for one or two 

months 

 

Hala: Visit in the UK? 

 



Nasir: Yes, and it was an old suggestion, but it cancelled by our Director, so if we will visit...at least 

boarded, it will be better, we will see by myself, by ourselves 

 

David: Well we do that, David, yes you’re right, we would..we had hoped that we would be able to 

achieve that and at the moment we don’t think it’s possible because your Directors say, sorry, 

mostly because they won’t let you go for that long, I think. It’s not the money, it’s that they don’t 

want you to.. 

 

Nasir: Everyone know if we will put us in the field it will be better for practice 

 

David: OK, but let’s come back to it because I was specifically told...ahhh (interruption)... 

 

Hala: the questions… 

 

David: Oh it’s OK, I’m not working to those questions, it’s fine..I’ve got, because I’ve got...so, we 

want you..we want...sorry, we want to find out what you felt about working with the medicineafrica. 

If you’re saying this was too long, one of the ways..one of the ways in which we can have a shorter 

course and do more is by use of stuff online. So I’m interested to hear what you all made of the use 

of MedicineAfrica. That is in there isn’t it 

 

14:06 Hala..baheb a3raf  aysh ra’yikum bi medicine africa, l2enno bezat ento olto enno el course kan 

kteer taweel...hal momken belmostqbal nqasser el course o nseer nesht8el akter m3 b3ad o ehna fe 

byotna ..so ra2ekum ? ….. 

(  I would like to know your opinion about MedicineAfrica, because you’ve said that the course was 

too long, so it might be better for you to take the advantage of it while you are at home, so what do 

you think ? )      

 

14:25: (Nasir: saheeh, saheeh)  ( right...right ) 

 

Nasir agree. if we work… 

 

Ahmad...yes, because it is...we can discuss a lot of problems in the short time and we will not spend 

a lot of money to see other..see each other in short period 

 



14:49 Israa: medicine africa kteer mneeh la monaqashat halat..bs enno yen3amal 3leh juzu mn el 

course ..sa3eb..  ( I think MedicineAfrica will be good for cases discussion...but I don’t think it will be 

effective for courses like this   ) 

  

15:00 Hala: So we have a different view, Israa disagrees, she says it’s very good for discussing cases, 

but how can we learn from it, as in like, learn how to do things? Do you see her point? 

 

David: Yes, David...talk about that, just go on about that for a bit more. 

 

Hala: ihkee shwayya 

 

David: because I..I may be able to make suggestions..if you give me an example or something, I may 

be able to make some suggestions 

 

15:27 Israa: hassa elhadaf o el eshe el helo fe hay edawra ..enneqash o el majmo3at ..enneqash 3la 

2rd elwaqe3 ..o tabadol elafkar ..fa btwaqa3 enno mn el medicine africa 3n tareeq el chat...o hata 

momken nkun shayfeen b3ad .. bs ma b2ade nfs eldor ele b2adeeh el course 

( the aim and the nice thing in this course is to have live discussions, to work in groups ...to share our 

ideas...so I don’t think MedicineAfrica can be as effective as this workshop )  

 

15:50 Hala: It just won’t be the same, because now we sit together, we talk together about ideas 

together, we brainstorm together, but online, how could we do all of that, we can’t learn that way 

and she thinks that it’s very valuable to have face to face teaching. 

 

David. Oh, but I want..David speaking..Israa, I want you to tell me something specific that you think 

would be difficult to learn that way and let me see if I can work out.. 

 

16:18 Hala..a3Teenaa mithaal…y3ne mathalan eash ele shuftee belcourse s3b tet3alameeh online ? ( 

can you give an example….or thing in the course which is difficult to do online ) 

 

16:30 Israa..brainstorming mathalan...sa3b   ( for example ..brainstorming..it is difficult ..) 

 

Nasir speaking: the audit it’s very difficult to agree with a big group and explain them why this is 

important by Skype or by..so face to face is better. 

 



David: OK, OK. Any other thoughts about how we can use this...you think it’s limited, how else can 

we use MedicineAfrica 

 

Ahmed speaking. I think we can use MedicineAfrica for cases, yes. And to put a plan for the future 

when we are meeting we have all of the review and we will come here and to discuss what 

about....to discuss the materials that we sharing through the MedicineAfrica. 

 

David: So what you’re saying is that it’s one way of improving meetings if you put other 

material...Yes I can see that. Any other thoughts? 

 

17:50 Nawaal: nfs el she bennesbah l mawdoo3 el online ..aham she lmonaqashat elhalat..sawa2 

besorah 3ammah o elhalat el 8areebe ele benwajehha..kman momken nestafeed menha fe hal el 

mashakel ...kul moshkele momken twajehna fe el ayam el jay momken neqtare7ha 3la 

tool..immediatly o ennaqeshha m3 b3ad..we nshuf keef momken en7elha .. 

( the same thing ...it is very good to have online discussions ..also to solve the problems immediately 

once we have it ...to talk about ways to overcome it )  

 

Hala : y3ne tsta3meloha kad3em lba3ad..  ( yes you mean to use it to support each other ) 

 

18:28: Hala: She says you can also use it as support for each other so we can discuss very difficult 

cases, but also problems that face us and.. 

 

David: That’s great thank you, I’m just thinking..the sooner you do that the better. This is not me 

leading the focus group. This is me David thinking about..you know..to help you..Do it, just get on 

and do it straight away and it will be useful 

 

18:54 Hala: ana bas 3indee fuDuul..out of curiosity..kulkum beqdaro testa3melo...tro7o 3la medicine 

africa ..o test3meloh o tuktobo.. 

( I am...just...out of curiosity….so do all of you know how to use MedicineAfrica ! )  

19:03 Ahmad: mish sa3b 

 

Nawal: huwa mish Sa3b 

 

Ahmad: mish sa3b..all of us have internet 

 



Hala: OK, so you find it easy..good..Nawal do you think it’s easy going on medicineafrica, do you see 

yourself doing it? 

 

19:19 Nawal: ana momken awajeh moshkelet el waqt ...ho easy to use y3ne..  

( for me, to find time ...this might be my problem ..but yes ..it is easy to use )  

 

19:28 Hala: OK, OK, so easy to use you feel? 

 

Nawal: yes 

 

Hala: Good 

 

19:32 Dr Muhammad. bin-nisbah ilayya….benesbe ele elmawqe3 ktheer kwaeys o be5dmak eno ma 

tod5ol fe mawaqe3 thanyah kteer etwwahak ..fa ho specific elna tqreeban la teb el3aelah ..fe 3 

eshkaleyat : ennak tlaqe waqet el kul ykoon mawjood fe nfs ella7tha..o e7na fe 3edet mawaqe3..o 

positions ..o 3alaqat ejtema3eyah ..enno neltaqe kulna fe nfs elwaqet hade momken tkun 

eshkaleyah  

( so for the website...I believe it is great as it is easier to have a specific website instead of wasting 

time searching for different websites….but I think there will be 3 problems...the first is to find the 

suitable time for all of us….) 

 

Hala :bs hay dayman mawjudah   ( But this problem always existed...) 

 

Mohammad : eshe tane..tafawot e net 3nna fe falsteen ktheer da3eef .. ( another thing is that the 

internet connection might not be good here ) 

 

Hala: bs ho ma3mool la el enternet el batee2  

( but it is designed even for the slow internet connection..) 

 

Mohammad : el 7ajeh el talte..zay ma 7ku zomala2e….ente momken tnaqesh case..beshakel 3am 

..bs sa3eb ennak twassel fekrah ...ya3ne ma b8ne 3n mo7adarah aw workshop .. ( the third obstacle 

is that ..it is true that it will be very good for discussing cases...but I do not think it will be as effective 

as the workshop ) 

 



20:40 Hala: yes, so he says it’s very good for discussing cases, and for discussing things among 

ourselves, but he imagines it’s hard to learn as well on it as a workshop, so it’s hard for learning 

 

20:55 Nawal takhee…ya3ne e7na ma bneqdar ne7ke enno hada el website badeel la el workshop   

 

hala: it’s not a substitute for learning 

 

David: very good..David speaking...our experience in the UK is that there are some things that we are 

required to do which are learning from the computer, from packages on the computer and 

everybody hates it 

 

21:30 Hala: e7na mn el5ebrah 3enna fe bretanya enno fe ashya2 lazem net3alamha mn el computer 

..o saraha kteer nas bekraho hay el fekra enno yet3allamo mn el computer  

( translating what David said) 

 

21:41: David: OK, David again. I was asked to ask you about the possibility of mentoring. Do you all 

understand mentoring 

 

21:54 Hala: mentoring..zayy yakuun 3indak…..morshed...ya3ne zay elershad..y3ne mesh zay el 

supervisor yqol laak sho bte3mel..( translating what David said) 

 

22:20 David: it’s a Greek word, it’s not an English word 

 

Umm do we, how do we feel about that? Have you had any experience of it? Do you look forward to 

it? Do you think it would be helpful? Tell me what you think about it? 

 

22:36 hala: shuu ra’yukum…3ndkum 5ebrah mn qabel belmawdoo3...o ra2eykum befeedkum ykun 

3nkum 7ada mn 3nna mn bretanya za  ( translating what David said) 

 

22:42 Israa: hada eshe kteer kwayes ..e7na ma jarrabnah..la2enno e7na t3almna fe el feild la7alna 

..o qadmna el bord la7alna bdon ay morshed aw supervisor ..fa bel3aks had kteer eshe mofeed elna 

o benshaj3o   ( yes ..this is great...we have not tried it before ….we did the Board alone without any 

supervisor ..we have learnt and worked without mentors ...so I think it would be very helpful )  

 

23:02: Hala: We encourage it, and we think it would be very helpful. 



 

Nawal: I agree with this 

 

Hala: Nawal agrees with Israa 

 

23:12 Ahmad bahkee: bas…keef bdo ykun morshed la elna ...ya3ne sho el fekra..y3ne hota barrah o 

e7na bneshte8el fe 3eyadatna fe wazarat al ze7a...keef momken ykun mofeed elna ? 

 

Hala:( translating for Ahmad )  How and what is the concept of a mentor? We are here and the 

mentor is abroad? How, how?  

 

David: Again, it’s..David..I think the idea is that it’s another way in which you can deal with 

problems...you can present somebody..you can say...in any number of ways, you might be able to 

say. here’s a problem, what can I do about it? The difference with..sorry..the difference with 

MedicineAfrica if we set up something on medicineafrica, it’s a group tutorial going on online. If I’m 

mentoring you, it’s one to one and you can ask me anything, and I may be able to make sensible 

suggestions, I may not. 

 

Again..Nasir speaking..I think this will be very difficult, because if you want to mentor me, I have to 

give you more details and the quesiton here in the details. You can’t resolve anything without 

details. So I think it will be very difficult. 

 

David: yes, maybe. Can you see anyway that it would be useful? 

 

24:50 Hala:sho ay tareeqa momken tkoon mofeedah ..wellah bera2yak mosh mofeedah o 5alas..?  ( 

translating what David said ) 

 

?Nasir: It will spend more time...do you have the time? With Nasir only 1 hour? 

 

David: The answer to that..the answer..1 hour, maybe not, but the answer is I have to make...if I 

volunteer to do it, if I’ve offered to do it, I have to make time to do it. That’s the answer to that 

 

25:20 Hala: mosh ra7 y5zelak elmorshed sade2ne .. ( believe me the mentor will not let you down ! )  

 



25:24 David: but we could, Nasir, what we could do is not do it in real time...do you 

understand?...you could send me an email saying I’ve got this problem, and I will answer it midnight 

when I’ve finished everything else. 

 

Hala: fee turuq katheerah 

 

Nasir: OK, OK, now I understand better 

 

David: Will it..is it likely to help? 

 

Nasir - bifeed, yes 

 

David: In England..just before we get someone else’s view, in England there’s a saying...do you have 

a concept of devil in islam?.. 

 

hala: Of course..shaytaan 

 

David: Ah, well it’s interesting...Satan is the tempter, he’s not really the devil, that’s interesting, but 

we’ll go with shaytaan that’ll do...the devil is in the detail 

 

nasir: (laughs). yes, I know it 

 

David: Any other thoughts about mentoring, yes Israa? 

 

26:36: Israa: hay elfekra kteer bted3amna ...bte3mal elna support beshakel kbeer bewojud el 

morshed ..tb3an el aleyah o enno keef kul wahad lazem yetwazza3 3lay morshed lazem y koon el 

eshe wade7  

 

27:10: Nasir - this is the same point of details 

 

27:11 Hala - ihnaa ruhnaa 3alal clinics 

 



27:15: Hala - Israa’s point, it’s very good but the mentor surely should know where I work, what my 

environment is so that he can completely understand, otherwise there’s no point, how is he going to 

understand or relate to me 

 

27:25: David - I think that’s a very important point. I think I...this is a very brave thing to say...I think I 

understand enough and know any of you enough to be able to do something, but somebody with no 

knowledge at all of the difficulties and the environment, I agree I think that would be difficult. 

Having said that..there’s a kind of thing that we all feel when we come here, that the fundamental 

things about medicine are universal. 

 

28:05: Hala - translating the above : beqool m3 enno e7na jayeen han nsa3edkum..bs ele ektashfna 

enno fe dayman ashyaa be teb el osrah mawjudeh fe kul ma7al..y3ne fe osus mawjudeh hoon...7tta 

lw ma shofet be3anay keef bteshte8el bs bqdar at5ayal keef elosus.. 

 

28:26 David - can you think of the kind...did anyone want to say anything else about that...Can you 

think of any specific ways that you might use that, or will we just have to wait and see how it works 

 

Hala - iza kaan 3ndkum mentor..iza kaan..kayf mumkin tatawaasalu ma3ah..aysh mumkin 

tasta3miluhu 

 

David - it’s OK, we’ll move away, because we’ve got some other things to discuss..So, this is a 

difficult one I think. What do you think the IDFMP..this funny group of people, what do you think we 

can do to help, what OTHER things do you think we can do to help you with your problems 

 

29:20 Hala (translating) - ihnaa al-group al-IDFMP, aysh bi-ra’yikum mmkin na3mal ghayr al-course 

nusaa3idkum kullkum, min ayyi naahiyah, kull nawaahi ya3nee..aysh ashyaa’ akthar bi-ra’yikum 

 

29:37? :participant :  ndalna 3ala twasul a3ne… ( to keep in touch )  

just keep that support going on …Hala : ( y3ne elda3em ydal mawjud ) ( to keep supporting you ) 

 

Thank you very much, we didn’t finish, but you did really well. Thank you very much 

 

 

 

 

 


